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A whole new way to monitor water
consumption and protect your facility.
Imagine knowing when a faucet or fixture begins to leak — or getting
an alert when a catastrophic water failure occurs. Not only is this kind of
real-time information critical for protecting your facility, it’s also the key to
managing your overall water usage and saving money in the long run.
Introducing T&S WaterWatch: it’s a true foodservice first — giving
operators a cost-effective solution for monitoring water consumption,
detecting leaks and optimizing conservation measures.

HOW DOES T&S WATERWATCH WORK?
T&S WaterWatch uses a non-invasive smartphone-sized device that
attaches to your facility’s main water line. By listening to the unique
sound signatures of the water flow, T&S WaterWatch collects thousands
of measurements every second from the pipe and translates those
measurements to accurate water insights — identifying exactly which
fixtures are using water and for how long. T&S WaterWatch can even
distinguish between simultaneous water use events.

All it takes is a 7-day learning period, using your facility’s WiFi
connection, for T&S WaterWatch to provide daily consumption updates
and real-time leak detection. Using special algorithms and machine
learning, T&S WaterWatch identifies abnormal usage and sends alerts
to immediately notify operators of major leaks so that corrective action
can be taken. Reports are easily accessible using a mobile app or PC
and provide information on smaller potential leak events and a more
comprehensive understanding of your facility’s overall water usage.

HOW DOES T&S WATERWATCH
HELP YOU USE WATER SMARTER?

Receive immediate
notification of leaks
and burst pipes

Save thousands in
potential damage
and lost revenue

IT’S EASY TO GET STARTED.
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Simply purchase and
register your device

2

Connect it to WiFi

3
Know exactly where
your water is going

Review data and
reporting detailing
water usage by fixture

Compare historical
and current data

Easily determine if
water conservation
efforts are working

Pinpoint opportunities
for improvement

Compare water usage
within a certain region or
across your entire chain

Analyze data and
identify water-saving
opportunities

Take advantage of T&S’
deep industry experience,
working together —
all at no extra charge

To learn more about how T&S WaterWatch can help your facility save
water and reduce costs, call Customer Support at 1-800-479-9642 or
visit tsbrass.com/waterwatch today.

Attach it to your facility’s
main water line and
plug it in to your nearest
power outlet

There’s no cutting and
no plumber required!

ACCESS YOUR DATA
QUICKLY THROUGH
AN EASY-TO-USE APP.
All water data collected by T&S
WaterWatch is available via the app —
whether you have one facility or multiple
locations to monitor. The app makes it
easy to filter and organize your data by a
number of categories, including average
usage, usage by source, specific dates or
dayparts and more.
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